We show that the distribution dynamics of productivity in European regions displays polarization, i.e. it tends toward a twin-peaked distribution. We investigate the factors explaining this behavior with particular attention to sectoral dynamics. We document that the within-sector dynamics is heterogeneous in different respects: withinsector convergence in productivity does not take place is some sectors (Manufacturing, Construction, Non Market Services, Hotel and Restaurants, Wholesale and Retails and Other Market Services), given the complex interaction of technological spillovers with the prevalence of increasing or decreasing returns. The distribution of employment shares in some sectors, moreover, reveals patterns of regional specialization (Financial Services and Other Market Services). We propose a framework in order to combine these different pieces of evidence to explain the tendency to polarization in aggregate productivity.
INTRODUCTION

Introduction
In this paper we analyze convergence in labor productivity across European regions. This issue has gained considerable importance given the primacy of economic cohesion among different areas of Europe among the priorities of European policy makers (see, e.g. European Commission (2004) ). Moreover, for researchers in economic growth, regions of Europe offer an interesting laboratory to test the empirical plausibility of different theories of growth and convergence (see, e.g. Galor (1996) ).
European regions display wide heterogeneity along certain dimensions such as economic structure and initial conditions. But they show a high degree of homogeneity along other dimensions, like economic and democratic institutions, not typically found in cross-country analyses. The lack of relevant institutional and economic barriers across European regions makes this sample particularly well-suited to detect possible patterns of economic agglomeration, specialization and technological spillovers, issues which still does not appear completely integrated with the studies on growth and convergence.
In order to accomplish this task we consider the distribution dynamics of both aggregate productivity and individual sectors. We show that the cross-region productivity tends to polarization, and propose an explanation by focusing on composition of output and structural change. This approach has not received particular attention so far, with the notable exceptions of Bernard and Jones (1996a) and Bernard and Jones (1996b) .
The paper is close in the spirit of Esteban (2000) , and proposes a framework similar to Paci and Pigliaru (1999) and Le Gallo and Dall' Erba (2005) , but our analysis based on distribution dynamics and nonparametric regressions allow us to uncover various nonlinearities present in the data (related papers are also Fagerberg and Verspagen (1996) and López-Bazo et al. (1999) ). In general, there is not a consensus on European regional dynamics; results strongly depend on the regions' sample and the considered periods (see Magrini (2004) for a survey).
The paper is divided in four main sections: in Section 2 we demonstrate the emergence of two peaks in the distribution of productivity and the presence of nonlinearities in the growth path of the European regions. In Section 3 we provide descriptive statistics on the regions belonging to the two peaks. In Section 4 we carry out an econometric analysis of the determinants of the two peaks, and identify a relevant role for the initial sectoral composition. We then study the within-sector dynamics, and relate it to the distribution dynamics of aggregate productivity. Section 5 identifies the sectoral contribution to growth. Section 6 contains a summary of results and some concluding remarks.
2 EXISTENCE OF TWO PEAKS
Existence of two peaks in the distribution of productivity
In this section we analyze the dynamics of aggregate productivity by applying the concept of σ-convergence and nonparametric methods. We measure productivity by the ratio of level of GVA to the number of workers in each region.
1 Data are from Cambdridge Econometrics (2004) , and refer to 191 regions belonging to fifteen states of the European Union (Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom) for the period 1980-2002. Figure 1 reports the values of the standard deviation of log productivity across regions, σ t , from 1980 to 2002. Instead, Figure 2 shows the estimated densities of the whole distribution of productivity across regions in 1980 and in 2002, along with the ergodic distribution, representing the long-run limit. In Figure 2 productivity is expressed with respect to the sample average of the period. 3 A linear regression in Figure 1 shows that σ t significantly declines 1 Lack of data on capital stocks at regional level prevents use from studying the dynamics of total factor productivity. 2 The list of regions is in Appendix A. The classification criterion broadly corresponds to the NUTS2 classification of Eurostat. German regions include only those from former West Germany. Data are in constant 1995 Euros. 3 Densities are estimated with Gaussian kernels with normal optimal smoothing, see Bowman and Azzalini (1997) , p. 31. All computations are made with R. Codes and data are available in the authors' websites: http://www-dse.ec.unipi.it/fiaschi/ and http://www.unipa.it/ lavezzi/. 4 2.1 σ-convergence and distribution dynamics 2 EXISTENCE OF TWO PEAKS over the period 1980-2002. According to the definition of Barro and Sala-i-Martin (2004) , p. 44, the sample displays σ-convergence. 4 However, we observe that in the subperiod 1980-1989 the pace of convergence is faster than than in 1990-2002, as shown by the dotted lines in Figure 1 , representing the estimates for the two subperiods.
Sigma-convergence and distribution dynamics
5 Figure 2 shows that the reduction in σ t is the result of the decrease in the mass at the extreme tails of distribution. The appearance of two peaks around 0.8 and 1.2, however, shows a tendency to polarization. Polarization distinctly emerges comparing the densities in 1980, 2002 and the ergodic distribution: the peaks become more and more pronounced over time, and in the long run polarization tends to increase. 6 We tested the hypothesis of unimodality of the distribution of productivity in 1980 and 2002 by a bootstrap procedure suggested by Efron and Tibshirani (1993) , p. 227, and rejected the null hypothesis at 1% in both years.
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Having identified a tendency to polarization in the distribution of regional productivities, we proceed by estimating the growth path. In particular, we pool all observations and run a nonparametric estimation of the relation between the growth rate and level of productivity: P ROD.GR i t = α + s P ROD.REL
where P ROD.GR i t is growth rate in year t, P ROD.REL i t is relative productivity of region i in year t with respect to the average of the period, s(.) is an unknown function, and ǫ i t is a random component.
8 Figure 3 displays the results (the horizontal line indicates the average growth rate of the sample over the period, equal to 1.68%), while Table 1 reports the statistics of the nonparametric regression in Eq. (1). 4 From the OLS estimation of σ t = α + βt + ǫ for the period 1980-2002, we obtain:σ t = 5.691 − 0.0027t with both terms significant at 1%.
5 From the OLS estimation of σ t = α + βt + ǫ for the period 1980-1989, we obtain:σ t = 10.412 − 0.0051t, while for the period 1990-2002 we have:σ t = 5.948 − 0.0028t. All terms are significant at 1% 6 The procedure to compute the ergodic distribution follows Johnson (2005) (the author kindly helped us, by providing the instructions now available at http://irving.vassar.edu/faculty/pj/pj.htm). The ergodic dis-
dx where z and x are two levels of the variable, g τ (z|x) is the density of z, given x, τ periods ahead. In our computations we set τ = 10. To estimate g τ (z|x), the stochastic kernel, we estimate the joint density of z and x, g (z, x), and the marginal density of x, f (x). In the estimation of g (z, x) we follow Johnson (2005) , who used the adaptive kernel estimator discussed by Silverman (1986) , p. 100, in which the window of the kernel (Gaussian in our case) increases when the density of observations decreases.
7 Our result is for instance in contrast with López-Bazo et al. (1999) who find a tendency to convergence in labor productivity across European regions. This may depend on the differences in the sample: they studied 140 regions from twelve countries observed for the period 1983-1992. 8 The statistical package mgcv, based on the R environment, if not stated differently, is used for all the nonparametric regressions (see Wood (2006) Figure 3 show that the relationship between productivity growth PROD.GR and relative productivity PROD.REL is statistically significant and strongly nonlinear: the estimated degrees of freedom of the smooth term s(.) are much higher than 1, indicating that there is no evidence of a linear relation.
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In Figure 3 we observe that the growth path intersects the horizontal line in three points, approximately at the values of 0.8, 1 and 1.2 (the dotted line in figure are the 95% confidence intervals of the estimate). Given the shape of the growth path, we should observe persistence in the proximity of 0.8 and 1.2. 10 In particular, this implies a shrinking of the distribution since regions with productivity below 0.8 or above 1.2 converge toward the range [0.8, 1.2]; however, regions in that range should have a growth rate non statistically different from the average. This produces the twin-peaked ergodic distribution in Figure 3 (these peaks are already emerging in 2002, as shown in Figure 2 ). The estimation based on the pooling of observations, however, represents an average behavior, and could ignore heterogeneity in the growth paths of individual regions. Therefore, we estimate the stochastic kernel (see Figure 4) , indicating for each level of productivity at time t the probability distribution of productivity at t + τ (in our case we set τ = 10).
11 In Figure 4 we also report a solid line representing the estimated median value at t + 10 conditional on the value at time t, a dotted line indicating the "ridge" of the stochastic kernel, and a 45
• line. The intersections between the solid line and the 45
• line identify the three productivity levels around 0.8, 0.9 and 1.2 where the actual level and the estimated median value are 9 See Appendix D for more details. 10 In Appendix B we regress the average annual growth rate on the relative productivity level in 1980, and obtain a negative and highly significant coefficient. This would indicate the presence of absolute β-convergence. However, by a comparison with a nonlinear specification, this result appears to depend from the imposition of a linear structure, as the nonlinearities identified in Figure 3 remain.
11 See Quah (1997) for more details. equal. For productivity levels below 0.8 and between 0.9 and 1.2, the probability of higher level after 10 years is higher than the probability of a lower level, while the opposite holds for productivity levels between 0.8 and 0.9 and above 1.2. This picture supports the claim of the existence of polarization in the dynamics of productivity around 0.8 and 1.2. We add one percentage point to 0.8 and 1.2 and define the regions with productivity between 0.7 and 0.9 as belonging to a low-productivity cluster (Cluster L), and the regions with productivity between 1.1 and 1.3 as belonging to a high-productivity cluster (Cluster H).
12 Table 2 shows that the share of regions in the two clusters is substantial and increasing over time (from 43% to 57% of the sample), while Table 3 confirms that these productivity ranges are characterized by persistence: in fact, for regions in both clusters in 1980, the probability to be in the same cluster in 2002 is 77%. In the next section we provide a description of the regions in the two productivity clusters 12 The definition of clusters may be based on a more rigorous procedure by using information on various characteristics of the regions (see, e.g. Fagerberg and Verspagen (1996) and Corrado et al. (2005) ), but it is beyond the scope of this paper.
3 DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF REGIONS IN THE TWO CLUSTERS
at the beginning and at the end of the period.
3 Descriptive statistics of regions in the two clusters Table 4 provides information on the characteristics of the regions in the two clusters at the beginning and at the end of the period of observation. 13 We consider, besides the growth of productivity (PROD.GR), the rate of investment (INV), its value relative to sample average (INV.REL), the growth rate of employment (EMP.GR), the density of economic activity (ECO.DEN), measured by the log of GVA per km 2 , population density (POP.DEN), measured by the (log of) population per km 2 , and an index of spatial autocorrelation of productivities (SPATIAL.IDX). We use G*, the statistics proposed by Ord and Getis (1995) , as our measure of spatial autocorrelation (see also Le Gallo and Dall' Erba (2005) ): a positive (negative) value means that the region belongs to a spatial cluster of high-productivity (lowproductivity) regions. The higher the value the higher the productivity level of the cluster.
14 PROD.GR in of productivity in the two periods. Investment behavior, on the contrary, is different for the two clusters: regions in cluster H invest more than average, while regions in cluster L invest less. The growth rate of employment EMP.GR is also very similar in the two clusters and increasing over time. Starting from similar levels, economic density becomes strongly higher 13 To reduce cyclical factors we consider five-year averages. 14 Index G* is based on the differences between the productivity of region i's neighbors and the average productivity of the sample. These differences are weighted by a (row-normalized) matrix computed using the inverse of squared distance in km between the centroids of the regions. We used the median distance from every region as the cut-off value to define the neighbors of regions i (other cut-off values do not affect our results). G* is preferable to other commonly used indices like local Moran's and Geary's, as the latter highlight correlations between the level of some characteristic at different locations while the former identifies "spatial clustering of high [and low] values" ( Anselin (1995) , p. 102).
in Cluster H. Population density is increasing in both clusters, and it is higher in Cluster L in both periods. Finally, SPATIAL.IDX appears stable; it shows that regions in Cluster H belong to high-productivity clusters; vice versa regions in Cluster L appear belong to lowproductivity clusters. Summarizing: with respect to Cluster L, Cluster H appears to be composed by regions with higher levels of investment, a much higher economic density and a lower population density. Low-productivity and high-productivity regions, finally, appear to be clustered in space. to the average of the sample. From Table 5 , also from visual inspection of bold terms, we observe that:
• In terms of GVA share:
-Cluster H has a higher share in both periods in NMS and NMS. This geographical pattern highlights a country specific effect, as most of regions in Italy, Spain and UK are in Cluster L, while most of regions in Belgium, France, Germany, Netherlands and Austria are in Cluster H in 1980 Cluster H in and, especially, in 2002 . Between the two years, it appears that these countries became more homogeneous.
Explaining the clusters: analysis of sectoral dynamics
In this section we provide an explanation of the nonlinearities in the growth path and of the emergence of two productivity peaks and show that a crucial role is played by the sectoral composition of output.
Sectoral composition and conditional β-convergence
Here we investigate whether there exists evidence of conditional β-convergence (see Barro and Sala-i-Martin (2004) , p. 44) but, differently from most of the literature, we use a nonparametric specification and pay particular attention to sectoral composition. The nonparametric specification allows us to capture more general forms of the effects of the regressors and produces in general a better fit than the linear specification (see Appendix C). In particular, we estimate the generalized additive model in Eq. (2).
where P ROD.GR i is the average annual growth rate of productivity, P ROD.REL1980 i is the productivity level in 1980, Z i k represents the k − th explanatory variable in region i (K is the number of explanatory variables).
In particular, we consider: variables suggested from the Solow model (INV, EMP.GR), the initial productivity level (PROD.REL1980), variables reflecting agglomeration effects (ECO.DEN and POP.DEN), a variable proxying for spatial effects (SPATIAL.IDX) and variables describing the composition of output, in particular its initial value (AGR1980, MAN1980, 11 4.1 Sectoral composition 4 EXPLAINING THE CLUSTERS MINEG1980, COSTR1980, NMS1980, FIN1980, HOT1980, TRANSP1980, WHR1980 and OS1980). Finally, we introduce country dummies.
The average growth rate of employment EMP.GR is augmented by the rate of depreciation of capital, 17 but not by the long run trend of productivity, as the latter is already taken into account by considering relative productivity. ECO.DEN and POP.DEN should control for the effects of economic and demographic agglomeration on productivity, 18 while the possible positive effect of proximity to high-productivity regions should be captured by SPATIAL.IDX. The composition of output leads to a better definition of the initial level of productivity of a region and provides useful information on the role of different sectors. For example, given some level of initial productivity, regions with a high initial share in the service sector can be expected grow relatively low, if the service sector is growing at low growth rate and the employment share in that sector does not decrease.
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Finally, we introduce country dummies to capture the effects of variables whose dimension is typically national, but for which we have not data: political institutions, labor markets, educational systems, etc. Table 6 reports descriptive statistics for the variables used in the regressions, and Table 7 reports the correlation between the variables. 17 Given that we do not have data on capital at regional level, we use the value of 0.03 proposed by Mankiw et al. (1992) .
18 See Ciccone and Hall (1996) . 19 Fagerberg and Verspagen (1996) , p. 438, make similar considerations on possible disadvantages deriving from a high share of agricultural output. A control for the initial composition of output in an analysis of β-convergence is also found in Barro and Sala-i-Martin (1991) , p. 146, although its inclusion aims at filtering out from the error term the effects of sectoral shocks. Their results show that, for European regions and US states, this control adds stability to the coefficient on initial output over time. Table 6 we see that the initial average composition of output features high shares in MAN (21%), NMS (23%) and, among market services, WHR (11%) and OS (14%), altough with different degrees of dispersion. The index SPATIAL.IDX is on average positive, indicating the prevalence of high-productivity clusters. Table 7 shows that PROD.REL1980 and SPATIAL.IDX are highly correlated (ρ = 0.83); this means that high-productivity and low-productivity regions tend to be clustered in space, and that initial productivity levels can in this context also reflect spatial effects. ECO.DEN and POP.DEN are highly correlated as well (ρ = 0.96). Given the dimension of a region, this could indicate that either people tend to move toward rich regions, or a high density of individuals implies high productivity. The high correlation between PROD.REL1980 and ECO.DEN (ρ = 0.42) supports the latter explanation.
As for the initial composition of output, we remark that AGR1980 has significant negative correlations with PROD.REL1980 (ρ = −0.53), ECO.DEN (ρ = −0.58) and SPATIAL.IDX (ρ = −0.49). This implies that regions with high initial share in agriculture were also characterized by low initial levels of productivity, belonged to low-productivity clusters and did not show a high level of economic activity. Table 8 contains the results of the estimation of Eq. (2). 20 Model (1) includes all variables as regressors. Model (2) controls for the relevance of the country dummies by excluding them. Model (3) considers a proxy for the level of human capital of the country as a possible substitute for the country dummies. We chose as proxy the fraction of workers with tertiary education in the labor force, LFTE, for its higher significance with respect to other proxies.
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Model (4) represents our preferred specification, obtained from Model (1). 22 Figure 5 , finally, displays the estimates of the nonlinear components of Model (4). In the estimate we do not include the dummy for the German regions (which have the highest initial productivity), so that the coefficients of the country dummies must be interpreted as the differential in growth productivity of the regions of a given country with respect to Germany, not explained by the other variables. Bank (2004) . As alternative measures we tried with fractions of population with secondary and tertiary education, and enrollment rates. Data on LFTE are time averages for the all available observations, and are originally expressed at country level. For this reason we attributed to each region the level of its country.
22 Model (4) is selected by eliminating recursively the non significant variables from Model (1), starting from the least significant. 23 We do not include the MINEG sector in the initial composition of output to avoid perfect collinearity with the other sectoral shares.
14 Param. coeff. Table 5 From Table 8 we see that goodness of fit is generally high (the deviance explained in Model (4) is equal to 93.8%). The relationship between PROD.GR and PROD.REL1980 is monotonically decreasing and strongly significant (see Figure 5 ). Initial productivity has no effects on regions whose initial productivity is close to the average; on the contrary regions starting for instance at 50% of the average grow on average 2% more than the regions with average initial productivity.
In Model (4) almost all country dummies are significant at 10%, with the exception of the dummies for Denmark and Luxenbourg. Comparison of Models (1) and (2) (3) we substitute the dummies with the fraction of workers with tertiary education, we find that such variable is significant and with the expected positive sign, but it cannot capture all the information cointained in the dummies. INV does not appear to have a relevant effect (the magnitude of the effect is about zero for a large range of values). 25 However, it appears non linear: its effect is non significantly different from zero at the extreme values, but it is significantly negative in between. EMP.GR has the expected shape, being monotonically negative, although the magnitude of the effect is rather small. ECO.DEN and POP.DEN have respectively significantly increasing and decreasing effects on growth.
SPATIAL.IDX appears to be non significant. In particular, its effect vanishes in presence of PROD.REL1980 and country dummies, implying that spatial effects are captured by other variables.
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Six terms reflecting the initial composition of output are significant at 10%. In particular, two terms enter linearly in Model (4): TRANSP1980 and WHR1980 both with positive sign. MAN1980 exerts a positive effect above a certain threshold (about 0.25); below the effect is non significant. FIN1980 has a positive effect for low levels, negative for intermediate levels and non significant for high levels. HOT1980 have a monotonically decreasing effect, while OS1980 have the opposite effect.
Overall, the nonlinear relationship between the level of productivity and the growth rate disappears once we control for i) the variables typically used in cross-section regressions, ii) agglomeration and spatial effects, iii) the sectoral composition of output and iv) country dummies. Having found an important role of the initial composition of productivity, in the next section we focus on the dynamics of sectoral productivity, in order to disentangle the effects of changes in productivity of each sector from the changes in the composition of the employment shares.
Within sector dynamics
In this section we study the dynamics within the individual sectors, for both productivity and employment shares, and reconduct it to the dynamics of the distribution of aggregate productivity. In other words, the aim of this part of the analysis is to explain the aggregate 24 This is a common finding in the literature, see, e.g., Barro and Sala-i-Martin (1991), p. 146. 25 In the linear models in Appendix C INV is not significant in three models out of four. Fagerberg and Verspagen (1996) find a similar result.
26 Paci and Pigliaru (1999) Relative aggregate productivityỹ i in region i can be expressed as:
where y i is productivity in region i (total output Y i divided by total employment L i in region i);ȳ is sample average productivity, ω i j is the employment share of sector j in region i (employment in sector j in region i L i j divided by total employment in region i, L i );ỹ i j is the productivity of sector j in region i with respect to the average productivity of sector j, y j (time subscripts have been omitted for clarity).
Eq. (3) shows that the distribution dynamics of aggregate productivity can be studies in terms of three components: i) dynamics of relative sectoral productivity (RSP); ii) dynamics of average sectoral productivity (ASP), and iii) dynamics of employment shares (ES). If all regions had the same levels of productivity in each sector and the same sectoral allocation of workers, then we would observe the same level of y in each region, and the distributions estimated in Figure 2 , referred to the dynamics ofỹ, would concentrate on the value of one. If, as we observed, there are two peaks, then at least one of those conditions does not hold.
We would expect convergence in sectoral productivity across regions (RSP) if the same sectoral technology is available in each region: technological spillovers within sectors, therefore, become a key aspect to be taken into account. The second term in Eq. (3), ASP, indicates the differences in sectoral productivities. In the analysis of distribution dynamics of aggregate productivity ASP reflects the weight of the productivity of individual sectors on the total.
The cross-region pattern of sectoral employment ES essentially depends on regional specialization. A related issue is factors' mobility (e.g. interregional flows of labor), that typically should be a source of convergence unless increasing returns prevail. If there are no particular differences in income and preferences across regions, and the output of a sector is not tradeable, then we should observe similar labor shares across regions. On the contrary, if output is tradeable, then we could observe different labor shares in different regions, as production may for instance concentrate in one region to exploit local Marshallian externalities. In this case we should observe divergence both in RSP and in ES in the sector. We analyze the within-sector dynamics by focusing on four aspects: i) the within-sector distribution dynamics of RSP; ii) the within-sector distribution dynamics of ES; iii) the relationship between RSP and ES; and iv) the technological spillovers within the sector.
The distribution of RSP, point i), should reveal whether regions are converging to similar productivity levels. The distribution of ES, point ii), provides information on possible patterns of regional specialization. The relationship between RSP and ES, point iii), should reveal whether increases in RSP are related to decreases in ES, suggesting that diminishing returns are at work, or to increases in ES, suggesting that specialization effect dominates. By specialization effect we refer to the tendency for regions with higher RSP in a sector to have higher ES. The analysis of technological spillovers, point iv), finally, should contribute to the explanation to the dynamics of productivity within the sector.
The first two aspects can be studied by estimating the densities of RSP and ES, while the third aspect is analyzed by a nonparametric regression between ES and RSP; the last aspect requires the definition of the process driving individual sectors' productivities. 29 Figure 47 in Appendix E, however, shows that the dynamics of MINEG is rather peculiar. Bernard and Jones (1996a) suggest that the dynamics of productivity of sector j in region i at period t, y i j,t , can be described by: 
4.2 Within sector dynamics 4 EXPLAINING THE CLUSTERS
Sectoral technological spillovers
Given the leader's dynamics:
we have that:
If we assume that γ j (Z i ) = γ j Z L ∀i, then we have absolute convergence if there exists only one valuey * j such thatλ j lny * j = 0 and dλ j /dy j < 0 iny * j (this is a necessary condition for absolute convergence). It is possible that in some productivity ranges the slope ofλ is non negative, but this does not preclude absolute convergence in the long run, implying only non convergence in the transitional dynamics.
We estimate Eq. (7) 
Empirical Results
In this section we present for every sector the estimation of the dynamics of RSP, of ES, of their relationship and of function λ j (.) in Eq. (7). For a discussion of the results in relation to the dynamics of aggregate productivity, we defer the reader to Section 6.
Agriculture Figures 6 and 7 show that RSP and ES tend to unimodal distributions with decreasing dispersion. Figure 8 shows that high RSP is associated to low ES. The figure contains a nonparametric estimation of the relationship between the two variables in 1980 and 2002 and the average ES in 2002 (the horizontal line). 31 The estimate confirms the finding of Paci and Pigliaru (1999) , p. 219, that a relevant part of productivity increases in agriculture is related to outflows of labor from that sector. Figure 9 , finally, indicates that technological spillovers are at work, as the estimate ofλ AGR is significantly decreasing in the whole range ofy AGR , with the exception of low values.
relative to the leader region L is given by (see Bernard and Jones (1996a) ):
Eq. (8) Manufacturing Figure 10 shows that RSP is converging toward the average, but the tail at low levels is increasing. Figure 11 shows that the ES is converging toward lower levels. Figure 12 highlights that Manufacturing displays specialization effects, as the estimation of the relationship between ES and RSP is always increasing in 1980, while in 2002 it is increasing for RSP below the average. Figure 13 reveals that for high levels ofy M AN technological spillovers are at work, but for low levels (below 0.2) technological spillovers are absent. For higher productivity levels the shape ofλ M AN leads to convergence. This contributes to the explanation of the dynamics in Figure 10 . Figure 14 shows convergence in RSP, although a rather high dispersion remains. ES is converging and on average declining over time (see Figure 15 ). The decreasing relationship between ES and RSP reveals that in the sector increases in productivity are associated to a reduction in the employment share (Figure 16 Construction RSP in Construction does not converge (see Figure 18 ), as two peaks emerge in the ergodic distribution. ES is instead converging to lower levels (see Figure 19 ). Non market services Figure 22 shows that there is no full convergence in RSP: dispersion is decreasing, but the peak of the distribution is remarkably below the average, and above average we find a relevant mass. ES is clearly increasing over time toward a single-peaked distribution. Figure 24 highlights the existence of a threshold: in 2002, specialization effects prevail below the average, while decreasing returns dominate above the average (although the confidence intervals are very large). The pattern of technological spillovers appears complex. Overall, this is compatible with the dynamics observed in Figure 22 , where regions seem to concentrate in two productivity ranges below and above the average. This result may depend on the strengh of specialization effects in regions with low RSP. Figures 34 and 35 show convergence in both RSP and ES. Figure 36 shows that in the sector there is specialization effect in 2002: in the range around the average regions with the higher employment shares have also the higher productivity levels. Figure 37 , finally, shows that technological spillovers are at work. Wholesale and Retail The distribution of RSP in Figure 38 shows convergence toward the average, but with a relevant mass of regions persisting at productivity levels well below (around 0.6). Employment shares are increasing and converging, although the ergodic distribution does not appear symmetric around 0.15 (see Figure 39) . Decreasing returns below the average and absence of a clear pattern above the average characterize the relationship between ES and RSP (see Figure 40) : overall, higher levels of ES are associated to lower levels of RSP. Technological spillovers in Figure Other Market Services RSP in the OS sector does not converge as shown in Figure 42 : two peaks around 0.5 and 1.5 are evident. ES displays a nonconverging pattern: on average ES increases but dispersion increases as well (see Figure 43 ). Figure 44 shows that decreasing returns characterize the relation between ES and RSP below average productivity; above average no clear patterns emerge. Figure 45 shows that technological spillovers favor convergence at low and high levels ofy OS . 
Mining and Energy Supply
Transport and Communications
Sectoral contribution to growth
In this section we identify sectoral contributions to the aggregate rate of growth. This will provide us with the final piece of information to evaluate the role of the sectors in the twinpeaked dynamics of aggregate productivity. Aggregate productivity of an economy with N sectors can be expressed as a weighted sum of sectoral productivities:
Growth of aggregate productivity can be decomposed in changes in productivity of individual sectors and changes in employment shares. Following Bernard and Jones (1996a) we decompose the average growth rate of in two components, the productivity growth effect (PGE) and the share effect (SE): represents the number of years in the sample,ω
are respectively the average share and the average productivity over the period.
32 PGE represents the growth of the aggregate productivity due to the gains in productivity of individual sectors; SE represents the effect of changes in employment shares, i.e. of structural change (see Paci and Pigliaru (1999) ). ( Bernard and Jones (1996a) ). Sample averages for each sector 32 Calculating the average growth rate by dividing by T represents a slight abuse. This explains the difference between the average growth rate of productivity reported in Tables 6 and 10 .
6 SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
The contribution of PGE to overall growth is remarkably predominant with respect to SE (1.95 vs 0.13). The growth rate is therefore almost completely attributable to technological advances within sectors. PGE mainly benefits from the increase in productivity in MAN, MINEG, AGR, TRANSP and WHR (in decreasing order), while the OS sector decreases its productivity over the period. SE benefits from the contribution of the OS and NMS sectors, but this is almost balanced by the negative contributions of the AGR, MAN and MINEG sectors. Overall, OS, MAN, NMS, WHR and TRANSP are, in decreasing order, the sectors contributing the most to the growth rate of productivity (taking together they explain almost 90% of the total).
Summary of results and concluding remarks
In this paper we have shown that the distribution of productivity in European regions tends to a bimodal distribution. Given this evidence, we defined two cluster of regions in correspondence to the two peaks. These clusters are characterized by different level of investment rate, density of economic activity, population density, and by a spatial component, which appears as essentially determined by country factors. In addition, we highlighted how the two clusters can be characterized by the composition of output and of employment shares. Cross-section analysis showed that the initial composition of output can help to explain the nonlinearities in the growth path, where a higher share of output in 1980 in Manufacturing, Other Market Services, Transport and Communications, and Wholesale and Retail Services has a positive effect on growth rate, while a higher share in Hotels and Restaurants has a negative effect.
The analysis of the dynamics of individual sectors and of their contribution to growth has revealed various forms of heterogeneity in their effect on aggregate productivity dynamics.
The total effect of Agriculture on aggregate productivity growth is negligible (less the 1%). A higher employment share in Agriculture in 2002 increases the probability to be in the low-productivity cluster. Although sectoral productivity converges, we find that low sectoral productivity regions have a higher employment share in Agricolture, a sector whose productivity is below the average (76%) (see Eq. (3)) . This can contribute to the emergence of a low-productivity cluster, althought on average Agriculture has a low weight on the total output of European regions.
Manufacturing has a very important effect on aggregate productivity growth (18% of total). A higher employment share of Manufacturing in 2002 increases the probability to be in high-productivity cluster. The lack of full convergence in sectoral productivity and the fact that the regions with low sectoral productivity have also low employment shares in a sector whose productivity is above average (127%), substantially contribute to the explanation of the observed divergence in aggregate productivity, given the high weight of Manufacturing 33 6 SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS output.
Mining and Energy Supply gives a small contribution to aggregate productivity growth (about 2%). A higher employment share in this sector in 2002 increases the probability to be in the low productivity cluster and, as for Agriculture, this sector can modestly contribute to the emegence of twin peaks in the aggregate.
The contribution of Construction to aggregate growth is negligible (less than 1%). The behavior of this sector and its impact are similar to Agriculture, with the only diffence that we do not find a tendency to convergence in within sectoral productivity.
Non Market Services explain about 20% of total growth of productivity. A higher employment share in this sector in 2002 increases the probability to be in a high productivity cluster. However, regions with low sectoral productivity show a higher share of employed in a sector whose average productivity is 77% of the total. The impact of this sector on the emergence of twin peaks in aggregate productivity is reinforced by the partial convergence in sectoral productivity.
Financial Services explain about 4% of total growth of productivity. A higher employment share in this sector increases the probability to be in high-productivity cluster. In the distribution of employment shares there is only a partial convergence; moreover, regions with low sectoral productivity have low employment shares. Since the average productivity average of this sector is 171% of the average, this sector could contribute to the emergence of twin peaks (although the weight of this sector is rather small).
Hotels and Restaurants explain about 4% of total growth of productivity. A higher employment share in the sector increases the probability to be in low-productivity cluster. The non convergence in the sectoral productivity and the partial convergence in the employment shares could help to explain the emergence of twin peaks in the aggregate (but notice that the weight of this sector is rather small).
Transport and Communications explain about 9% of total growth of productivity. A higher employment share in this sector increases the probability to be in high-productivity cluster. Sectoral productivity and employment shares are converging, but regions with higher sectoral productivity have also higher employment shares. This can contribute to divergence in the aggregate since the productivity of this sector is 123% of the average and its weigth is not negligible.
Wholesale and Retail explains about 12% of total growth of productivity. A higher employment share in this sector increases the probability to be in low productivity cluster. We find partial convergence in sectoral productivity. Moreover, regions with low sectoral productivity have a higher share of employment in this sector. This sector has an average productivity equal to 75% of the average and a moderate weight on the total, so it should have notably contribute to the emergence of twin peaks.
Finally, Other Market Services explains about 31% of total growth of productivity. A 34 6 SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS higher employment share in Other Market Service increases the probability to be in high productivity cluster. We do not find convergence in sectoral productivity and a divergence in the employment shares. Moreover, regions with low relative sectoral productivy have a higher share. The overall effect of the sector on the aggregate distribution is not clear because Other Market Services has an average productivity equal to 188% of average, but the regions with highest employment shares have also a productivity below the average. In short, sectors that can contribute to the twin peaks through non convergence in sectoral dynamics are Manufacturing, Construction, Non Market Services, Hotels and Restaurants, Wholesale and Retails and Other Market Services, with different impact according to their weights.
Two other relevant findings are: i) technological diffusion within sectors in neither automatic nor instantaneous, as already stressed for instance by Fagerberg and Verspagen (1996) , p. 433; and ii) spatial effects, much quoted in the recent literature, do not play specific roles once correct specifications are introduced. 
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A Region List
B Absolute β-convergence
The presence of nonlinearities can be further demonstrated by comparing the results of regressions to detect the presence of absolute β-convergence, that is a negative relation between the average annual growth rate and the initial level of productivity. Eq. (11) specifies a linear relation between the average annual growth rate of a region and the initial level of productivity, while Eq. (12) allows that such relation to be nonlinear.
Regions' productivities display absolute β-convergence ifβ is negative or, in a more general way,ŝ (.) crosses the line of the average growth rate of the sample in a range around 1. Results in Table 11 reveal the presence of absolute β-convergence, given thatβ is negative and statistically different from zero. Givenβ we have that the rate of convergence is equal to 0.012.
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The estimate of Eq. (12), however, shows that the relationship between the average growth rate and initial level of productivity is significantly nonlinear (EDF is equal to 8.1). Figure 46 reports the estimate relationship for the parametric and nonparametric specifications of Eqs. (11) and (12). The estimated relationship from the linear specification lies almost entirely in the confidence interval of the nonparametric estimation, but in the proximity of the inflection point slightly below one. Althoughβ is highly significant, the parametric specification fails to capture crucial nonlinearities. The parametric estimate suggests 33 The estimate rate of convergence is equal to −log 1 + β T /T , where T is the number of periods (see Barro and Sala-i-Martin (2004) ).
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C CONDITIONAL β-CONVERGENCE: LINEAR SPECIFICATION the existence of a tendency to converge to a globally stable equilibrium, a fact that is not corroborated by the nonparametric estimation of Eq. (12). This drawback typically affects all the cross-section regressions as emphasized by Bernard and Durlauf (1996) , p. 167,: when data generation process admits multiple equilibria the estimate of Eq. (11) may wrongly detect β-convergence (both absolute and conditional).
C Conditional β-convergence: linear specification
In the linear specification of the model we estimate:
where Z i is the vector of control variables used in Section 4.1. 
D GAM ESTIMATION
The coefficient PROD.REL1980 is always strongly significant, with values ranging from −0.0232 to −0.0292, implying convergence speeds ranging from 3.2% to 4.7% per year, a value much higher than 2%, the value often found in the literature. Country dummies strongly improve the fit of the regressions, implying that omitted country factors are important, and that the consideration of a proxy for human capital at national level cannot capture relevant aspects of these factors. Moreover, given that many dummies are statistically significant and their estimated values rather dispersed, important differences in long-run growth rates exist across states. In particular dummies for Austria, Belgium, France, Luxembourg and Ireland are positive, dummies for Spain, Italy, Netherlands, Portugal and UK are negative, dummies for Denmark, Finland, Sweden and Greece are not statistically different from zero. Investment rates do not appear to have a strong effect and, in particular, their effect is captured by the country dummies. Labor force growth rates have always a negative and significant effect on productivity, although the magnitude of the effect is rather small. Economic density has a strong positive effect on productivity, whose magnitude is only moderately reduce by the inclusion of the country dummies. The opposite hold for population density. Spatial effects appear to be non significant in presence of PROD.REL1980 and country dummies. As for the initial composition of output, it appears that country dummies generally reduce their significance, and that the more robust variables are indicators of the initial share of GVA in transport and communications and in other market services, with the former displaying the stronger positive effect on productivity.
D GAM estimation
We estimate Eq. (2) following the method described in Wood (2006) , and implemented by the package mgcv in R. The estimation is obtained by penalized likelyhood maximization. The model is fitted by minimizing:
where y is the vector of observations (P ROD.GR i in our case), X is the matrix of explanatory variables, β is a vector of parameters to be estimated, λ k , k = (1, ..., K), are smoothing parameters, and the penalty, which controls the smoothness of the estimate, is represented by the integrated square of second derivatives of the smooth terms. The vector of parameters β originates from expressing every smooth term in Eq. (2), s(.), as:
where b i (x) are basis functions and q is their number.
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Parameters β are chosen to minimize the function in Eq. (14) for given values of the smoothing parameters λ k (it is possible to show that the penalty can also be expressed as a function of β). Smoothing parameters are in turn chosen by minimization of the Generalized Cross Validation (GCV) score. Estimation proceeds by Penalized iteratively re-weighted least squares, until convergence in the estimates is reached.
In the results of the estimations, we report: 1) the estimated degrees of freedom for each term (EDF). The EDF reflect the flexibility of the model. When the EDF of a term are equal to one, the term can be substituted by a linear function. 2) The adjusted R 2 , having the familiar interpretation.
3) The proportion of Deviance explained, a generalization of R 2 . 4) The Scale parameter estimation, corresponding to the residual variance of the estimation. 5) The GCV score, which provides the fundamental information on the specification of the model. The decision to remove or maintain a term is based on comparison of GCV scores and the model which minimizes the GCV with the lowest number of terms is preferred.
E Figures on RSP and sample average ES
In Figures 47 and 48 we report the series of RSP and sample average ES. Figure 47 ) shows that two sectors, MAN, MINEG (in the nineties) and AGR, had an increasing relative productivity, while OS and FIN had a decreasing relative productivity. Sectors seem to converge to two clusters of productivity, excluding MINEG whose dynamics appears very different from the other sectors: above average (OS,FIN,MAN and TRANSP) and below average (CONSTR, NMS, WHS, AGR and HOT). OS and NMS show the most remarkable increases in employment shares, while MAN and AGR the most remarkable decreases. The other sectors show relatively constant shares.
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